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 of Special note:

This series is made possible by members of the 
Ethical Humanist Society of Philadelphia, who have 
embraced and supported this idea and helped bring 
it to reality. Thanks also to John and Martha Haas 

and staff of the International Institute for Culture for 
providing Ivy Hall for our Saturday night preview 
concerts. Special thanks to Patricia Sinclair, who 

designed the logo that serves as the banner for this 
special initiative, and to Celeste Hardester for our 

posters and programs. The photograph on the cover 
is of Russian soldiers in World War II. 

The photographer is unknown. 



 
A Five-Part Series *

co- directed by
Rollin Wilber and Geoffrey Baker

Life’s conflicts, human aspirations . . . 
a thematic series exploring classical music 

born by human experience

November 30, 2014: SoundS of our cultural croSSroadS  
A classical thanks-giving of music

January 25, 2015: harMony acroSS BarrierS 
Black origins in American classical music

March 1, 2015: oppreSSion and tranScendence: SoundS of reaction

Music speaks for the marginalized

April 19, 2015: of War and iMpriSonMent: coMpoSing for Mankind

Sanity sought through music

June 14, 2015: in concert With nature

Musical inspirations from our natural world

* Preview concerts will be held at 7:30 pm on the Saturday nights preceding the 
above dates. Location: Ivy Hall, International Institute for Culture

6331 Lancaster Avenue, Philadelphia, PA 19151   215-877-9910   iiculture.org

Presented by 
fine art MuSic coMpany

Artistic Director, Rollin Wilber
in joint cooperation with 

the ethical huManiSt Society of philadelphia

Leader, Hugh Taft-Morales

AlexAnder levicoff, BAss-BAritone, is 
a music teacher and performer from Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania. A graduate of the Esther-Boyer 
College of Music at Temple University, he 
studied voice with Lawrence Indik. Music 
has always been a large part of his life. He 
has toured internationally with the Keystone 
State Boychoir, singing in the children’s choir 
during the OCP 2002 production of Carmen, 
and has been featured as a soloist with the KSB, 
Temple’s University Chorale, and as a soloist with 
Warminster Symphony Orchestra. He was also 
featured multiple times as the baritone soloist with 
Temple’s prestigious Concert Choir and Graduate 
Conductor’s Choir. As of this year, he has also 
performed in a multitude of operas between Berks 
Opera Workshop, Opera Libera, Opera North, and 
the Temple University Opera Theater and Opera 
Workshop, with works ranging from Bizet and 
Massenet, to Mozart, Strauss and Donizetti. 
He hopes to go on to graduate school to attain a masters degree in opera, with an eventual 
doctoral degree in vocal performance or musical history



TRIBUTE TO ARMENIA

ALAN HOVHANESS (1911-2000)
 Chahagir (“Torch-bearer”) -  for solo viola

KOMITAS (1869-1935)
 Chinar es (“You Are Like A Poplar Tree”) 

 ~ song, arranged for violin, viola & piano
You are like a poplar tree, don’t bend your head.
Ah! My love.
Don’t stay away from our door,
Ah! My love.
 
My love, for the love of God,
Ah! My love.
Don’t forget me, even though you are far away,
Ah! My love.

 
 Yerangi  (of Yerevan) - dance, for piano solo

 
 Garun a (“It is Spring”) 
 ~ song, arranged for voice, violin, viola and piano 

Spring is here, it has snowed,
Oh! no, no no...
My lover has gone cold on me.
Let the evil tongues go dry. 

ALAN HOVHANESS
  Oror (“Lullaby”) op.1, for violin and piano

OF WAR 
Sanity Sought through MuSic

Rollin Wilber, piano   •   Alexander Levicoff, bass-baritone
Jonathan and Mary Moser, violin   •   Geoffrey Baker, viola

Carlos Javier and Lucia Strother, cello

Program

luciA strother, cellist, is an active cellist 
and teacher in the Philadelphia area who originally 
hails from Milwaukee, Wisconsin. She is currently 
an administrator and teacher for Play On, Philly!, an 
El Sistema-inspired after school program in West 
Philadelphia, as well as a cello sectional coach for 
the Junior String Philharmonic of the Lehigh Valley. 
She holds a B.A. from Wesleyan University where 
she graduated with High Honors.

About the Artists continued

cArlos JAvier, cellist, is originally from 
Las Vegas, Nevada. He attended the Cleveland 
Institute of Music where he was a student of 
Stephen Geber. He previously attended school at 
Colorado University where he studied with Judith 
Glyde and Andras Fejer, and has also attended 
numerous chamber music and orchestral music 
festivals. Carlos has helped create and manage 
Classical Revolution Cleveland and the Hudson 
Chamber Players, a nonprofit chamber music 
series in Hudson, OH. As a cellist, Carlos has 
been featured on NPR’s Performance Today and 
on WCLV. He has performed with members of 
the Takacs, Juilliard, and Cavani String Quartets. 
Carlos previously served on the cello staff at 
Baldwin Wallace University, as a faculty member 
at the Chamber Music Connection in Columbus, Ohio, and as a co-director for the 
CityMusic Kids program in Cleveland. In his off time, Carlos enjoys graphic designing, 
riding his bike, and playing pick-up basketball.



Program continued

SAMUEL BARBER (1910-1981)
Dover Beach, for baritone and string quartet 

 ~ based on the poem by Matthew Arnold (1822-1888)

PAVEL HAAS (1899-1944) ~ written  in terezin, 1943
Study for String Orchestra, (transcribed for string quartet by Jonathan Moser)
(all movements played without pause)
~ Allegro con brio 
~ Adagio 
~ Allegro molto, ma poco meno mosso

      ~ intermission -

FREDERIC CHOPIN (1810-1849) 
Solo Piano
Mazurka, in E minor,  op.41 #1
“Revolutionary” Etude, in C minor, op.10 #12
Mazurka, in B-flat minor,  op.24 #4

FRANCIS POULENC (1899-1963)
SONGS from World War II era, for voice and piano:
C., text by Louis Arragon, (1942)
Bluet, text by Guillaume Apollinaire (1917)
Le Retour du Sergent, from Chansons Villageoises, 
 text by Maurice Fombeure (1942)
Le Disparu, text by Robert Desnos, 1942
Priez Pour Paix, text by Charles d’Orleans, c. 1450

DMITRI SHOSTAKOVICH (1906-1975)
String Quartet No.8    - 1960 - dedicated to the victims of fascism and war

(all movements played without pause)
~ Largo 
~ Allegro molto 
~ Allegretto 
~ Largo
~ Largo

JonAthAn Moser, violinist,  has been a music 
lover ever since childhood when he would sit under the 
piano listening as his parents played Beethoven, Chopin, 
and Rachmaninoff. His formal musical education 
began as a violin student, an education he pursued 
through a Masters of Music in Performance degree from 
Arizona State University and a Bachelors of Music in 
Performance degree from Shenandoah University, with 
additional Doctoral studies in Performance. He has 
enjoyed working with many fantastic teachers including 
Katie McLin, James Stern, Sergiu Schwartz, 
Linda Cerone, and Ronda Cole.  He has performed in masterclasses with Jaime Laredo, Claude 
Frank, Sylvia Rosenberg, Shlomo Mintz, and Sergiu Luca. 

An active performer, Mr. Moser has toured extensively with Sandip Burman – an 
internationally renowned tabla artist, was a member of the Wheeling Symphony and the Erie 
Philharmonic, and has been an active recitalist. He was winner of the Pittsburgh Concert 
Society Solo Competition, the Philadelphia College of Bible Solo Competition (2 years), the 
Northern Virginia Music Teachers Association Solo Competition, the Shenandoah University 
Concerto competition, and was a finalist in the National Symphony Orchestra’s Young 
Soloists Competition. Mr. Moser enjoys spending every spare moment with his wife and their 
three young children.

Youngstown Symphony, Westmoreland Symphony, Academy Orchestra, Pittsburgh Opera, and 
the Arizona State University New Music Ensemble.

Mary presently teaches violin to students of all ages using the Suzuki method. “Learning the 
violin is a noble and enjoyable desire, but through the discipline of learning the violin, I desire 
to teach skills that will positively affect students in many other areas of life and learning.” 
She has taught students as young as 3 and as mature as 70. She has studied in the Paul Roland 
method and Music Learning Theory of Dr. Gordon, learning experiences which have helped 
to shape her ‘understanding of the almost limitless abilities of children to master whatever is 
presented to them when presented properly.’The mother of three wonderful young musicians, 
she adds, “I love working with children and I have dedicated myself to the instruction and 
development of students of all ages.”

MAry Moser, violinist, received her Bachelor of 
Music in Performance from the University of the Pacific, 
and her Master of Music in Performance and Pedagogy from 
Arizona State University. She has taught at numerous schools, 
including Westminster College, Duquesne University’s City 
Music Center, Music School of Delaware, Carnegie Mellon 
University, and Arizona State University. She has performed 
in festivals including Rome Festival, Tanglewood, and Aspen 
Summer Music Festival, She was a founding member of the ASU 
Herberger Graduate String Quartet; and has played with many 
orchestras and ensembles, including the Bay-Atlantic Symphony, 
Roanoke Symphony, Erie Philharmonic, Wheeling Symphony, 



About the Artists
rollin WilBer, PiAnist, was raised in 
the New York area, within an extended family 
of professional musicians (father 1st Horn with 
the NY Philharmonic; mother, 1st Horn with 
the New York City Ballet Orchestra). He began 
piano studies at age eight with his grandmother, a 
rare female concert violinist in 1900, and started 
performing publicly at the age of 16. He graduated 
from high school one year early and began 
studies with Temple University’s Maryan Filar, 
internationally acclaimed pianist and Chopin 

interpreter with whom he continued studies beyond college. In 1980, he competed in the 
Chopin competition in Warsaw. He has been an active recitalist for the last forty years, 
including playing concerto solos with local orchestras. 

His background is extensive in chamber music and accompanying; he performed regularly 
with his own piano-violin-cello trio in the 1990’s. He teaches piano, and is a composer of 
piano and vocal works, and written works performed for the theater. He created his own series 
of dramatic narratives within a music recital, presented as Stories in Concert, and developed 
original seminar series called the Art of Listening and For the Love of Music (exploring the 
language of expression in live music). Most recently, he has developing series of salon-styled 
concerts and special music seminars, presented by his group, Fine Art Music Company, 
with innovative programming that aims at deepening audience involvement and musical 
understanding.

Geoffrey BAker, violist performs chamber music, 
solo recitals, and with ensembles from Harrisburg to 
Atlantic City. Recent highlights included Max Bruch’s 
Double Concerto with the Bryn Athyn Orchestra as viola 
soloist and with the band Earth Wind and Fire and the 
Reading Symphony Orchestra. 

Geoffrey earned degrees from Johns Hopkins and Yale 
universities and attended Northern Illinois University and 
the Eastman School, where his teachers included Jesse 
Levine, Joseph de Pasquale, and the Tokyo and Vermeer 
string quartets. Following studies at the American 
Conservatory of Fontainebleau and the Academie de 
Musique de Biarritz, France, he was a guest violist with 
the American Institute for Musical Studies (AIMS) 
Festival Opera Orchestra in Graz, Austria. A teaching 
artist with Play On, Philly!, a non-profit dedicated to 
achieving positive social change through music education, 
Geoffrey teaches the violin to children from west 
Philadelphia daily. 

 Poem by Matthew Arnold 

CHINAR  ES (You  Are Like A PoPLAr tree] 
You are like a poplar tree, don’t bend your head.
Ah! My love.
Don’t stay away from our door,
Ah! My love.
 
My love, for the love of God,
Ah! My love.
Don’t forget me, even though you are far away,
Ah! My love.

 
DOVER BEACH  

The sea is calm to-night.
The tide is full, the moon lies fair
Upon the straits; on the French coast the light
Gleams and is gone; the cliffs of England stand;
Glimmering and vast, out in the tranquil bay.
Come to the window, sweet is the night-air!
Only, from the long line of spray
Where the sea meets the moon-blanched land,
Listen! you hear the grating roar
Of pebbles which the waves draw back, and fling,
At their return, up the high strand,
Begin, and cease, and then again begin,
With tremulous cadence slow, and bring
The eternal note of sadness in.

Sophocles long ago
Heard it on the Aegean, and it brought
Into his mind the turbid ebb and flow
Of human misery; we
Find also in the sound a thought,
Hearing it by this distant northern sea.

The Sea of Faith
Was once, too, at the full, and round earth’s shore
Lay like the folds of a bright girdle furled.
But now I only hear
Its melancholy, long, withdrawing roar,
Retreating, to the breath
Of the night-wind, down the vast edges drear
And naked shingles of the world.

Ah, love, let us be true
To one another! for the world, which seems
To lie before us like a land of dreams,
So various, so beautiful, so new,
Hath really neither joy, nor love, nor light,
Nor certitude, nor peace, nor help for pain;
And we are here as on a darkling plain
Swept with confused alarms of struggle and flight,
Where ignorant armies clash by night.



About the Music

War, in all its brutality, has offered artists the template of a vivid 
emotional tapestry, weaving together complex strands of tragic 
circumstances and their aftermath. In today’s program, we specifically 
highlight the last century’s first genocide through Armenian folk 
melodies, and the century’s worst genocide through music written by a 
prisoner at a concentration camp. Other pieces explore war’s depravity 
through the eyes of poets whose work inspired composers, deeply 
affected by the loss of loved ones. These artists’ search for meaning 
amidst an utter lack of humanity enabled them to find emotional footing 
as the stable ground of their grief, living anew with a sense of purpose.

Alan Hovhaness composed Chahagir and Oror at very different stages 
of his career. The latter became his very first published piece, composed 
as a teenager, suggesting the ability the mature composer would later be 
known for. 

Born and raised in Boston by an American mother of Scottish heritage 
and an Armenian father who taught chemistry, Hovhaness grew up 
discouraged to pursue music by his parents, who foresaw a more 
responsible profession for their son. Anything remotely ethnic was 
considered disreputable in the social circles his parents moved in, so it 
was only as an adult that the composer adopted his paternal grandfather’s 
surname. Amid such early discouragement for both music and the culture 
he came to honor deeply, Hovhaness’ vision must have been strong, 
indeed, to write a piece recalling the land of his ancestors while still a 
boy. 

Chahagir was written much later, at the beginning of what became 
known as Hovhaness’ Armenian period. Beginning in 1944, when he 
became music director and organist at an Armenian Orthodox church 
near where he grew up, and lasting until 1951, when he moved to New 
York City, Hovhaness explored Armenian art and culture, including the 
secular and sacred music collected and arranged by Komitas. The world’s 
oldest Christian culture, Armenia lies at a crossroads between three 
ancient traditions, those of Persia, Turkey, and Russia, showing traces of 
European and Asian civilization in its art and music. 

After absorbing European music traditions in the 1930s through his early 
idol and mentor, the great Finnish composer Jean Sibelius, Hovhaness 
received a cold reception from contemporaries well-known today, 
including Aaron Copland and Leonard Bernstein. Trying to emulate more 
admired Western styles embraced by the cognoscenti in New York and 
Paris, Hovhaness began to feel himself losing his way. Returning to the 
depth of his forebears, whose music by turns recalled the melismas of 
Islamic muezzins calling the faithful to prayer, the mesmerizing chant of 
Orthodox monks, and the cries of Persian fakirs, Hovhaness embarked 
on a musical journey beginning with Chahagir that anchored his sense of 
self and determined the artistic and professional course of his life.

About the Music continued

Dmitri Shostakovich’s Eighth string quartet is of his late, neo-classic 
period, when his music adopted a clear, balanced style reminiscent 
of masters like Mozart and Haydn. The main theme, heard at the 
beginning in the cello and passed among all four instruments in 
different ways, is built around the composer’s initials, musically 
spelled. D – S – C – H is the German spelling and pronunciation of his 
name’s abbreviation: S stands for es, or E-flat, and H stands for ha, or 
B, in German. This makes the theme D – E-flat – C – B. 

The quartet is one of his most famous works, in any genre, for 
capturing the intensity of the composer’s grief. Shostakovich wrote it 
in only three days, moved by events personal and political in nature. 

Various claims of its raison d’etre exist, including the Soviet state’s 
official position that it represented victims of the United States’ 
bombing of Dresden in the final months of World War II – hence 
the programmatic title. However, it is far likelier that a combination 
of factors influenced its creation. Soviet First Secretary Nikita 
Khrushchev, seeking better relations with the artistic community, 
offered the composer the position of General Secretary of the 
Composer’s Union, which he accepted, knowing that to decline such 
an honor would result in repercussions. Shortly thereafter, editorials 
in Shostakovich’s name appeared in Pravda, the state newspaper, 
denouncing individualism in music. They were, needless to say, not 
written by the composer - such words would have been an affront to 
the memory of friends of his who had been exiled or murdered by the 
state for that very artistic individualism, and this realization would 
have aggrieved him.

Another reason for the genesis of the eighth quartet was his diagnosis 
of amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, or Lou Gehrig’s disease, in 1960. 
Though he survived for almost fifteen more years, Shostakovich wrote 
at the time: “I started thinking that if some day I die, nobody is likely 
to write a work in memory of me, so I had better write one myself.” 

Through fiery quotations of his Cello Concerto No. 1 and Piano Trio 
No. 2, the work builds to a feverish pitch, before slowly smoldering to 
embers. D – S – C – H is quoted throughout, until finally drawing the 
final movement to a meditative conclusion.

Program notes by Geoffrey Baker



About the Music continued

Hovhaness’ inspiration, the composer now known as Komitas endured an 
orphaned childhood in western Turkey before showing a gift for singing 
that gained him notice from high priests of the Armenian Orthodox church. 
Embracing their ancient traditions, Soghomon Soghomonian left his 
birth name behind when he was eventually ordained Komitas Vardapet, 
combining the title of celibate priest with his namesake, a 7th century 
Armenian saint. Despite early renown for his musical talents in Yerevan, 
the capital of Armenia, Komitas became intrigued by western music, seeing 
potential in its methods of musical form and style to combine ethnic and art 
music. 

After studying composition in Berlin, Komitas returned to share his 
newfound insights. Spending several years traveling and living in the 
Armenian hinterlands, Komitas earned the trust and admiration of simple 
country folk, who shared native melodies with him numbering in the low 
thousands. These folk songs, passed down through oral tradition over 
millennia, existed in a pure state, uninterrupted by the advent of modern 
technology in the form of trains or telephones, which ultimately led to the 
mixing of cultures and the loss of traditions handed down by memory, 
unrecorded. 

However, despite his work at ingeniously fusing these ethnic melodies with 
European methods, Komitas became rejected in his homeland by Orthodox 
purists who saw his music as a threat to their traditions. Resettling in 
Istanbul in 1910, Komitas trained choirs in the cosmopolitan capital of the 
Ottoman Empire who were more receptive to his innovative ideas than his 
own countrymen and fellow clergy. 

On April 24th, 1915, Komitas was detained with hundreds of other notable 
intellectuals and artists of the Armenian diaspora and forcibly transported 
hundreds of miles away from Istanbul in the beginning of what is now 
known as the Armenian Genocide. Only through the direct intervention of 
the American ambassador to Turkey and other officials was Komitas’ life 
spared, in a planned extermination of nearly 1.5 million men, women, and 
children lasting several months. The Ottoman Turks, and later the secular 
Turkish government, would deny accusations of war crimes and genocide, 
claiming they acted against Armenian revolutionaries whom they feared 
would ally with Russia to reclaim lands inhabited by Turks, Persians, and 
Armenians for millennia in the geographical area known as Anatolia. Only 
last year has a sitting Turkish president offered any public awareness of the 
1915 Genocide, which became recognized by historians as the first of the 
20th century, or modern era.

In the carnage, much of Komitas’ work was lost or destroyed, along with 
the cultural heritage of his native land. Of the more than 3,000 songs he 
collected, only around one-third still survive. For these songs, Komitas is 
revered as a savior of Armenian music. The pieces heard on today’s program 
are a sample of his life’s work, capturing his gift for fusing the folk songs he 
collected with European notation.

About the Music continued

Francis Poulenc, whose name rhymes with cinq, was well-known on 
both sides of the Atlantic in the 1930s as a composer of light, diverting 
frivolities. An early devotee of Erik Satie, famed for his surrealist 
compositions which are full of irony and color, Poulenc is known as the 
most prominent member of a group of a Parisian composers known as Les 
Six. While in Paris, Poulenc was part of the artistic cultural ferment of 
the city in the first part of the twentieth century, befriending many poets, 
musicians, and artists, including Louis Aragon and Guillaume Apollinaire, 
two of the poets on today’s program.

Despite his reputation as a lightweight, Poulenc composed the music on 
our program to confront the realities of the impending catastrophe of the 
war, infusing his music with storm clouds and umber hues.

A journalist, poet, and member of the Resistance, Louis Aragon’s C. 
recalls the many conflicts endured by France since medieval times. 
A personal friend of the composer, Aragon released dispatches for 
underground publications during the Occupation; his poem was released 
in 1943 while he was in hiding in southern France. 

Guillaume Apollinaire is credited with inventing the term surrealism. 
Poulenc met the older poet while still a youth, fascinated by the libertine’s 
irreverence and wit. Besides the song featured, another of the poet’s works 
interpreted by the composer many years after his death, from wounds 
suffered in combat, was Les Mammelles de Tiresias. Like Poulenc, 
Apolinnaire had introspective, deeper moments amid his frivolity. Bleuet 
is of that mood.

Maurice Fombeure was a well-known writer and intellectual in Paris 
during the war; Le retour du sergent captures the tragi-comedic aspect 
of a military march in a minor key, helpless in its uniformity to capture 
anything other than brashness and aggression amidst loss and despair.

Robert Desnos, the other poet on our program who personally knew 
Poulenc, was also a writer for underground publications supporting 
the Resistance. By the time he was captured by the Nazis in 1944, he 
had lost loved ones to the war, the subject of Le disparu. Deported to 
Theresienstadt, Desnos succumbed to sickness brought on by malnutrition 
shortly after the war ended. A short anecdote relates how, while in 
captivity, he saved himself and several others from the gas chambers 
by giving everyone around him, including the guards, last-second palm 
readings detailing how they all would lead prosperous, happy lives – 
evidence of his imagination and surrealisme.

Charles, Duke of Orleans, was known for long-form ballads of secular 
poetry detailing courtly love, as well as sacred odes. Priez pour paix is an 
excerpt of a larger ballad adapted by Poulenc, recalling the composer’s 
reverence for his religious upbringing.



About the Music continued

Samuel Barber composed Dover Beach while a student at the Curtis 
Institute of Music, on Philadelphia’s Rittenhouse Square. A disquieting 
vision of the coast at the narrowest point of the English channel opposite 
Calais, France, Matthew Arnold wrote his poem while on honeymoon. 
Was the English lyric poet affirming the constancy of love amid the 
futility of human striving? Arnold’s poem was among few at the time 
to employ free verse, yet combined with skillful images and word 
pairing, Samuel Barber captures a reverie of suspended time, reflected 
in different verses alluding to contemporary Europe, the ancient world, 
and the medieval era. The white cliffs of Dover symbolized hope for 
British Royal Air Force pilots returning home from aerial combat over 
the continent in the second world war, knowing they had escaped the 
fate of many who ran out of fuel when returning. In similar manner, this 
same geologic feature was beheld in turn by the Romans, Vikings, and 
Normans in their successive campaigns, carried by the eternal tides onto 
shores where countless others before them had landed, and countless 
more would visit, through the ages. 

Pavel Haas, a prominent student of Leos Janacek, was beginning to 
enjoy greater recognition in Europe as a respected composer when he was 
imprisoned by the Gestapo in his native Czechoslovakia and sent to the 
city of Terezin, in the modern Czech republic, in 1941. 

Annexed before the onset of major hostilities in the war as the 
Sudetenland, Czechoslovakia was comprised of the ethnic regions of 
Bohemia and Moravia, as well as a smaller area called Silesia. Ignoring 
the distinct cultural identity of lands he conquered, Adolf Hitler imposed 
a German identity on villages and towns captured by the Wehrmacht. 
In this manner, Terezin was emptied of all Czech inhabitants, renamed 
Theresienstadt, and made into a prison-ghetto for tens of thousands of 
Jews, and a smaller number of state-designated undesirables. Many 
prisoners were ultimately in transit to larger, even more lethal camps like 
Auschwitz, in Poland. Between 1941 and 1945, around 144,000 passed 
through the camp’s gates; about 90% were ultimately murdered or died 
from sickness, there or elsewhere. The Holocaust would ultimately claim 
around six million lives, through state-sponsored genocide at dozens of 
camps.

Theresienstadt became a community unto itself. Carpenters and 
engineers were conscripted to build a combined prison and ghetto for 
re-settled families, the larger portion designated as a living space. Many 
intellectuals, artists, and professionals from central and western Europe 
incarcerated there continued writing, painting, performing, composing, 
and debating, willing themselves forward amid their tragic circumstances.

One of several major voices in Czech music, including Erwin Schulhoff, 
Hans Krasa, Gideon Klein, and Viktor Ullmann, Haas was coaxed out 
of his depression by Klein, his fellow composer. Haas’ newfound focus 
resulted in several pieces, including the Study for Strings.

About the Music continued

Studie fur Streichorchester’s churning energy comes in part from Haas’ 
technique of polyrhythms, or superimposing different musical meters 
on top of each other simultaneously – no doubt an intriguing challenge 
for the camp’s ensemble which rehearsed and performed the piece. Folk 
melodies from his native Moravia are woven into the complex interplay 
between voices, and native speech patterns emphasizing the first syllable 
are evident in the somber middle movement. Not content to finish on a 
low point, Haas concludes with a rushing flourish – perhaps he sought to 
give his musicians, and fellow prisoners, something exciting to remember 
after the concert.

Study for Strings became part of the footage and soundtrack of an 
infamous propaganda film made by the Nazis to falsely portray 
Theresienstadt, and by extension other concentration camps, as healthy 
resettlements for Jews. After successfully deceiving a visiting delegation 
of the Danish Red Cross, the camp’s commandant coerced the prominent 
young actor and director, Kurt Gerron, to produce a film that would fool 
the international community, in exchange for his life. The resulting movie, 
Theresienstadt: Ein Dokumentarfilm aus dem jüdischen Siedlungsgebiet 
(Terezin: A Documentary Film of the Jewish Resettlement), visible on 
YouTube, includes a 90-second clip of a performance of Haas’ piece, 
showing the composer nervously taking a bow at the work’s conclusion.

Deported to Auschwitz in October 1944, not long after the movie 
was completed, Pavel Haas, along with Kurt Gerron and all of the 
aforementioned composers, was murdered.

Karel Ancerl, the young conductor in the film and one of a small minority 
of artists who survived, found the orchestra parts to Study for Strings in 
Theresienstadt after the war.

Frederic Chopin, perhaps the most easily recognized name on today’s 
program, was stirred by nationalistic pride for his native Poland when he 
wrote his Revolutionary Etude. Its fanciful bombast recalls the Grande 
Armee of Napoleon moving across central Europe on its way to Russia. 
The piece acts doubly as a powerful study of stirring technique for the 
pianist’s left hand, and as a veritable outcry of despair (conceivably, his 
musical reaction to the 1831 Polish November Uprising against Russia 
tyranny , near the time of its writing). 

The nationalistic spirituality attributed to his Mazurkas is equally 
powerful. Encompassing about sixty piano pieces by Chopin written 
over his lifetime, Mazurkas are based on folk-music dance idioms from 
various provinces of Poland. Within them, he created gems of personal 
expression,  and they offer a special, fervent feeling for many Poles; as 
one biographer described, they can reflect “the collective sorrow and 
tribal wrath of a down-trodden nation.” They are all the more exceptional, 
for the appeal and depth of their musical invention reaches universally, 
beyond Poland’s borders.


